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1. Introduction/general information
A high-level description of the game. This is just one paragraph to capture the attention of the reader.
You are your own princess and your own warrior. You aren’t a damsel in distress waiting for a guy to
come and save you, but really, an independent woman on your own quest to collect objects and
conquer territories. And remember, no man, monster, or mongrel that crosses you can handle your
wrath. So let the games begin.
2. Detailed game description
a. Core gameplay and its elements
Think back to the readings we did at the beginning of the semester about game mechanics and game
dynamics. What are the core gameplay mechanics? This game is a quest. The goal of each level is to
collect objects, defeat enemies, and get to the next level. The first level consist of you touching gems in
order to get a score of 100. Once you reach that score you move to the next level. However, beware of
clicking on monsters, they will deduct lives from your health and eventually kill you. The next level is
set in a dungeon where you make unlock a door by defeating spiders and a troll head to move into the
next section of the level where you must kill a fire breathing dragon. However, after opening the
treasure chest you are given the ability to shoot arrows. The last level is a platform game where you
must kill the evil knight. This knight does not appear until you have collected the sword on the other
side of the platform. Once you gather the sword you must collide with the knight in order to kill him
and win the game. Each level has its own opener and song that introduces the level. The first song that
plays in Sit, Still, Look Pretty by Daya. This song has lyrics that embodies the message of my game like
lines such as
“And play dumb
Pretending that I need a boy
Who's gonna treat me like a toy”
And
“This queen don't need a king.”
The next song I choose was I’m gonna Show you Crazy by Bebe Rexha. This song is darker and
about a girl being called crazy. In the society we live in, it is common for girls to be called “crazy”
and “psycho” when they break out of society norms. There is also a huge pressure on girls to be
perfect and fit inside a square box. Women are also told by the media on a daily basis of all the things
we need to fix and what is missing in our lives. We are also told by magazines like Cosmo and People
on how to dress “right” to get the perfect guy or how to “behave” to get him to fall in love with you.
And it seems that as soon as we break out of and are ourselves we are called wrong or broken. Here
are some lyrics as to why I choose this song:
“I've been searching city streets
Trying to find the missing piece like you said
And I searched hard only to find,
1 This template is adapted from an example included in Roberto Dillon’s HTML 5: Game Development from the Ground Up with

Construct 2. Although this template could be modified for any type of game, this example assumes that you are creating a platform game.
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There's not a single thing that's wrong with my mind”
And
“There's a war inside my head
Sometimes I wish that I was dead, I'm broken
So I call this therapist
And she said, "Girl, you can't be fixed, just take this."
I'm tired of trying to be normal
I'm always over-thinking
I'm driving myself crazy.”
For the last song I choose Run the World (GIRLS) by Beyoncé. This is the last level of the game
and I wanted to have a song that is powerful and by a woman who has established herself as one of the
greatest musicians ever having won multiple awards and hit songs. These are a few of the lines from
this song that praises women and gives the message that as a women you are powerful and you can do
it all.
“I'm repping for the girls
Who taking over the world
Have me raise a glass
For the college grads”
And
“This goes out to all my girls
That's in the club rocking the latest
Who will buy it for themselves”
And lastly,
“My persuasion can build a nation
Endless power”
The other element to my game is each splash page that is seen before the level starts. On the
opening page the quote is “Out there may be monsters, but in you there is a Queen. If you know of
monsters, and if you know of demons, then just remember, they know of you too. And they fear you
because you are the Queen that can overcome them.” This quote is from Nikita Gill, however I
replaced the words “Dragon” with “Queen” since it fit my story and game better. I chose this quote
because it opens up the story telling the player that they are a queen and will have to defeat these
demons. The next splash page for my video game has the quote: “She wore her scars as her best attire.
A stunning dress made of hellfire,” by Daniel Saint. This is to deepen the story with getting into the
grit of the game where you will be challenged. The last splash page is to level three which has the
quote by R.H. Sin, “The most dangerous woman of all is the one who refuses to rely on your sword to
save her because she carries her own.” This is a hint at the sword the player must capture in order to
win the game. It again goes with the message of my game: woman are more than capable of being
their own hero and conqueror.
There are four other pages to this game. When you die, you are brought to a losing page where
the player has an option to either go to the Help page or the High Score Page. The Help page can be
accessed on any level as well as the loser and winner page. The help page has four different sections of
tips, the first is the overall game tips where the player can see hints that apply to the entire game. The
three other sections are broken up by level to help the player. You also have the option of choosing any
level on this page. The high score page shows the player the amount of times they played the game and
the highest score they earned.
On the winner page there is a quote by R.H. Sin, “There is strength in her heart, determination
in her eyes, and the will to survive resides within her soul. She is you. A warrior, a champion, a
fighter, a Queen.” I picked this quote because it praises the player for their passion, hard work, and
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their will to keep pushing through the game. I also love the nouns used to describe the player, being a
warrior, champion, fighter, and lastly, queen. These nouns aren’t something as flimsy as the comments
that get thrown at girls on the daily such as telling them that they are pretty, which, yes is kind, but
isn’t lastly and certainly doesn’t embody the brilliance of their character. The last quote is on the high
score page by E. Corona, “Pick the woman with bruised wings and blood under her nails, she’ll show
you a thing or two about survival.” Whether you win or lose, you are able to read this quote on the
high score page. I chose this quote because it is not about winning, it is about the fight. It is about
falling down and getting back up again. We live in a world where girls are supposed to be pretty and
whole and perfect all the time. Women are supposed to be able to do everything from looking like a
super model 24/7, having a full time job, cooking food for their family, being a good wife, being an
awesome mom, and all the while dancing backwards in high heels. We are taught that it is not okay to
fall down. And I find beauty in the falls, I find beauty in falling down, because no one is perfect and no
one doesn’t have their own set of bruised wings and blood under their nails from the battles they have
fought in order to get where they are.
b. Game flow

c. Characters and units
What sort of player character or game units will the player move around? What are the key attributes
of the character (e.g. score, health points, speed, size)? The player is a princess warrior. In order to
move her around you will use the arrow keys. Press the right arrow key to go right, the left arrow key
to go left, the up arrow key to jump, and once you open the treasure chest the princess warrior has
access to shoot arrows by pressing the space bar. In order to gain points the princess warrior must
collect gems. The player starts out with five lives, however, when colliding into monsters you will lose
points. Once you have lost all your health lives, you die. On the first level, because it is a bubble pop
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type game, there is no player, just your mouse or finger if touch screen, collecting gems and avoiding
touching monsters. Once you go to level two and three, you have an actual player. The warrior is
small with brown hair and is much smaller than all the monsters. This is to show that it doesn’t matter
your size because you can still defeat enemies. She is fast and quick, but it is easy enough for the
player to be able to control the warrior. Other units incorporated in the game will be gems that consist
of a diamond, which is ten points, an opal stone, which is eight points, a ruby, a sapphire, and an
emerald which are all worth five points each. Each time the player collects one of these gems there is a
sound that will play. When the player hits the space bar to allow an arrow to spawn an arrow sound
will be heard. There is also three different potion bottles that give three health points to the player.
There is also a key object that allows you to open the open object in level two that allows you to get out
of the dungeon in order to defeat the dragon. The last component that is incorporated in my game are
the stones. These stones are used in the second level to block in the dungeon and used in the third level
as platforms to jump and move on in order to collect stones, defeat monsters, and collect the sword.
What sorts of characters or game units will oppose the player? What are the key attributes of these
non-player characters (e.g. health points, speed, size)? There are four enemies that will oppose the
player. The first are spiders. These creatures are easy to kill, only having one life, and only move
limitedly. They are also slow and guard gems and potion bottles. The next enemy are the troll heads,
which spin and move in sine shapes. They also have three life points, making them harder to kill. The
next enemy is the dragon which spits fire. If you hit the dragon you die immediately, however if you are
hit by one of its fire balls, you only lose one life. The dragon has four lives making i t extremely difficult
to kill. The last enemy is an evil knight that appears after you collect the sword on level three. This
knight can only be defeated when you collide into him. Arrows will not hurt him, unlike the other
monsters. The knight is fast as he moves back and forth on the bottom platform. The knight only has
one life and that life can only be destroyed by collision. The reason why the player must collide with
the knight is because that is not the player’s first instinct and it is a riddle. Usually, when you bump
into monsters, you will lose a life, or die. The arrows will not kill him. If it is your first time playing the
game you will have to figure out how to kill him, eventually after thinking and playing around, you
figure out that you must run into him. It is a leap of faith and it goes against your gut instinct. This
notion of sacrificing yourself and taking a leap of faith is the perfect closing to the game.
d. Game physics
For the purposes of this platform game, you might explain how the player will interact with the
background. Will there be moving platforms? Ladders? Bullets? In theory, you could add additional
layers of physics to the game (e.g. the sort of physics used in Angry Birds or rocks which fall from the
top of the screen to the bottom as in Donkey Kong). The arrows that the warrior Princess spawns are
spawning bullets effects that again, is triggered by pressing the space key. The other bullet like effect
happens with the dragon when he spits fire balls. These fireballs cannot be put out, the only thing to do
is avoid them in order to not lose a life. The other times that spawn is during the first level with the
gems and monsters being spawned and you must tap the gems to earn points. As for platforms, there
are no moving platforms. In level one, when you lose a life, the screen will flash of a scary picture of a
girl, symbolizing that you just lost a life. All the monsters have some sort of movement which makes it
trickier to destroy them. I attached a blue box to the player in order for the arrows to spawn out of the
box based on the direction that the warrior was facing because without that box the arrows would only
shoot to the right. The arrows are destroyed after collision with a monster, so you can’t kill two
monsters with one arrow. Also, in level two you are boxed in by stone, like a prison, the arrows are
destroyed once they hit the stone wall, so that you cannot kill the monsters outside of the wall. Not only
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that, but it adds some real life to the situation because if real life a wooden arrow could not go through
stone.
e. Artificial intelligence
What sort of “game intelligence” will you assign to your non-player characters? There are some builtin Construct 2 behaviors (e.g. line of sight attacks) that might be useful here, but you could also take a
simpler approach and simply assign a range of speeds and health points to your enemy characters. Or,
you could check to see when the player is close to clearing the level, and then you could crank up the
characteristics of the last remaining enemies.
The game intelligence has been programmed on three of the enemies. The troll heads are first,
in which when you take one of their lives away they will fade in opacity, symbolizing their death. This
is also true for each time you harm the dragon, except with the opacity changing, the size of the fire
balls change as well going bigger and spawning faster. Each time one of the monsters die they will
make a designated sound. The dragon has an extremely vicious loud roar. On the last level there is a
knight that appears after collecting the sword, he has been assigned the sine behavior where he moves
back and forth extremely fast. In the third level as well it is impossible to kill the dragon, he has
endless lives. However, his fireballs are not as big and he doesn’t move, instead he just sits guarding
the sword.
3. Level requirements and progression
a. Level diagrams and maps
For the purposes of this assignment, you do not need to have the sort of intensely detailed layout that is
included near the end of the Jonkers’ article. A rough visualization of the levels is sufficient. For the
platform game assignment, you are only required to have two levels.
b. Environmental challenges
Throughout your game, you are likely to use variations on some basic themes. For example, you might
have several places in the game where the player can destroy parts of the platform by shooting objects
at the walls. Or, you might have several places in the game where the player encounters moving
platforms. Include rough sketches that demonstrate some of these key challenges.
Level One:

Commented [TS1]: I combined a and b parts
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The challenges that occur on this level is to avoid the monsters that are sowaned out of the same boxes
as the gems. If you by accidently click on a monster then you will lose a life. After all lives are gone
you die. The object of the game is to collect enough gems so that you will get a score of 100.
Level Two:

This is a birds eye view of the game, since usually you are zoomed in way closer. You are a player who
must avoid colliding with the monsters as well as the spawning fireballs from the dragon guarding the
door. Also, in order to get the highest score, you need to collect all the gems and avoid losing lives.
The score and help buttons follow the player around so that you always know your score and if need
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be you can always click to go to the help page. The text displayed pops up only after colliding with the
chest. In order to defeat the monsters you must shoot your arrows. In order to open the door to get out
of the prison, you must collect the key that is guarded by spiders. Each time you take away a life of the
dragon’s he will spit more fire balls that range in size. Once you defeat him you can go to the door
which will bring you to the next level.
Level Three:

In level three the player starts at the top, in order to defeat the game she must collect the sword and
defeat the knight. In this screen shot the knight is visible, however, initially he is invisible until you
collect the sword. The sword is all the way on the other side of the platform, you will have to avoid
monsters and losing your lives as well as collecting gems. In this version you cannot kill the dragon,
however, he only spits one small sized fire ball in the same direction at the same speed and timing. The
trolls still have three lives and there are three of them symbolizes the power of three in most story
telling. There are two types of spiders, ones that move vertical and ones that move horizontal. This is
to give the game more dimension.
c. Description of game puzzles (if any)
In addition to these environmental challenges, are there any other game puzzles that the player must
solve? Perhaps a riddle that must be answered? Or levers that must be pressed in order to achieve a
certain effect? If these puzzles exist, elaborate them here. If there are no puzzles, eliminate this subpoint. There are no puzzles on the first level, you are just trying to reach a certain score. On the
second level however, the player needs to go collide with the chest to be told about its new ability of
shooting arrows. The second puzzle is figuring out how to open the door. This is solved by defeating
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the monsters and collecting the key. The last huge puzzle is figuring how to kill the knight. Which, is
from collision, like I said above, it goes against all instinct which is what makes it so unique.
d. Assets
What graphical and audio assets are used in each level? This will help you figure out which assets you
need to acquire or generate yourself. Please note that you are not required to create all of the assets
yourself. There are some amazing building blocks available online at sites like Open Game Art. Also,
this section is just descriptive, you’re not actually depicting the assets here.
Princess warrior:
Level 2: idle, walking right, left, up, and down.
For example: Level 3:idle, walking right left, jumping, falling.
Animated
This animation was created on March 28, 2009 by Mandi Paugh and was found on
player with
Open Game Art.
following
Player
Character

states:
running,
idle,
jumping,
firing.

Enemies

Spider- Website: Vectorhq.com
http://www.vectorhq.com/images/previews/470/halloween-spider-psd-439335.png I
could not find an authors name, but this is the website I retrieved it from.
Troll head: Mmorpg.com
http://images.mmorpg.com/features/10169/images/Beholder1_t.png
Dragon: Website: The Spiters Resource Author: volo Game: Final Fantasy: Record
Keeper Section: Bosses: Final Fantasy XI
Fireball: Website: pngimg.com http://pngimg.com/download/5996 there is no author
stated.
Evil knight: website: VG Museum and you can follow this link
http://www.vgmuseum.com/mrp/cv-lordsofs/characters/blacknight-full.png I couldn’t
find the author’s actual name but his email is MrPerfectn@aol.com and he refers to
himself on the website as Mr. P.

Objects

Arrow: Open Game art, the authors name is mart, date published: March 11, 2015
Gems: Diamond http://diamondlogos.com/?page_id=102 copyright: 2016 Diamond
Logos.
Opal: http://steven-universe.wikia.com/wiki/Opal
Ruby: http://pics.clipartpng.com/midle/Ruby_Heart_PNG_Clipart-804.png
Emerald: http://www.jewellerynetasia.com/enus/colorimpex_ltd/products/585/37304/emerald-pear-cut-9-26-carat
Sapphire: http://hextcg.wikia.com/wiki/Sapphire
Treasure Chest: Open Game Art by kev93
Key: https://rocketdock.com/images/screenshots/Gold-key.png
Potions: Make a Wish - Digital Paper Set, clipart, seamless
by adorabless on website called http://adorabless.deviantart.com/
Sword: Open Game Art by Serialci

For example:
Sword,
coins, gems,
power-ups.
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Background pictures to set scene
Opener: http://wallpoper.com/images/00/22/29/57/dark-forest_00222957.jpg
For example: Opener Girl: http://cdn.wall-pix.net/people-3d-girls/00000427.jpg.html the creators
Forest
don’t have their names, however Wall-Pix.net is their go-by.
ground tiles,
Level one: http://images.forwallpaper.com/files/images/a/a366/a366527b/249183/cgfence tiles,
fantasy-castle.jpg
ice tiles,
Transition 1: https://wiki.rpg.net/images/b/b5/Castor-dungeon.jpg
crate tile.
Transition 1 Girl: http://www.desktopas.com/files/2013/06/Fantasy-Art-ArtworkArcher-Girl-With-Long-Cross-Bow-1680x1050.jpg
Level 2: https://rpgmaker.net/forums/topics/6346/ this photo is from the website rpg
maker and was submitted by thedjt.
Transition 2: http://3.bp.blogspot.com/azkjEcBI_kQ/UBPvB9oPZfI/AAAAAAAAAj4/H8Xw81vcxZw/s1600/places+of+darknes
s+scary+wallpaper.jpg
Transition 2 Girl:
http://www.wallpaperup.com/uploads/wallpapers/2013/10/20/163446/a75a6df8e982bd
9869bb9e99f9e54fa7.jpg
Level 3: https://www.flickr.com/photos/kevin321/4347163638 by Kevin Muse
Winner:
Help page: http://images.forwallpaper.com/files/images/a/a366/a366527b/249183/cgfantasy-castle.jpg
Loser Page: http://favim.com/image/369948/
High Score page: http://wallpoper.com/images/00/22/29/57/dark-forest_00222957.jpg
Environm
ent

Sound
effects

Everything was downloaded from Free Sounds
Spider sound:Hissing by VisualPony
Troll sound Evil laugh by ZyryTSounds
Gem sound: High Sparkle sound by tec studios
Dragon roar: Dragon Roar by JoelAudio
Fire sound: Fire Crackling by AntumDeluge
Potion sound: Potion Drink Regen by DrMinky
Arrow sound: bow01. By Erdie
Sword: Sword by Streety

Backgrou
nd music

Sit still look Pretty https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uPHKkewD1G0
I’m gonna show you Crazy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kEDZZin4_eM
Who Run the World (Girls) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VBmMU_iwe6U

Start button
Level buttons
Help buttons
For example: High score page button
HUD and
Interface
Elements

Start button,
Next button

Other
4. Story
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This is an essential part of most games, and we have paid considerable attention to story when
discussing Tales from the Borderlands. For now, you do not need to worry about the story elements.
This story is about a warrior princess raiding a castle to conquer her own Queendom. The story is told
through each splash page as mentioned above in the detailed section.
5. Graphical User Interface (GUI)
How and where will score, health/mana bars, and dialog windows be displayed? If you’re using a
touch interface, where will the buttons be placed? At the very least, you should have a rough mock-up
for your splash screen, your gameplay screen, and your game over screen. There is not any touch
interface. This is a game you have to play on a key board. The score and health will always be on the
screen. However, it depends where on the screen based on the level. Because each level is so unique
and different. The help button is also somewhere on the screen where the player can always go to get
access. The dialog boxes are opened twice, the first when you open the chest where a dialog box
explains your arrow effect and the second when you gather the sword.
Level one:

Level two:

Level three:
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6. Visuals and sound
a. Art style
What do you want the art to look like? What type of mood are you trying to set? Describe the style and
provide visual references of the art style you are aiming for. The art work is intense and serious. No
cartoon and fun looking girly-type chick flick. Instead the design is really serious and not happy, but
mission like. Almost like an assassin creed. The colors are dark and very blood. The four girls
pictures I choose are of women with extremely serious facial expressions with bold looks about them
as seen below. The only bright and happy looking colors are on the first level and the help page which
are bright and happy, contrasting the rest, which is dark mysterious.
Opener:

Transition 1:
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Transition 2:

Winner:
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b. Background music
What type of music will you use? What mood are you trying to set? Will the music change when the
level changes? Will the music change during moments of combat? The three different types of music
background I picked, again as mentioned above in the detailed section, is Sit Still Look Pretty by Daya
for the first level, I’m gonna show you Crazy by Bebe Rexha for the second, and lastly, Who Run the
World (Girls) by Beyoncé. The first song is fun, light, but also sends a positive message to girls telling
them that they are more than just a doll for men to play with. The second song is darker, as well as the
scene which is supposed to resemble a dungeon. This dungeon is supposed to represent the society
cage women are put in and how if we act out of that norm we will be victimized and called crazy and
psychotic. Lastly, since Beyoncé is known for being a Queen, her song Run the World was more than
just a perfect fit for the last level of the game. She is an extremely powerful woman who has spoken up
numerously against society pressures towards women. She is successful and respected, which is way I
chose one of her songs to represent the last level.
c. Sound effects (GUI)
What sounds, if any, will you use when the player interacts with elements of your interface? The
sounds include the following:
-Collecting gems
-Collecting sword
-Collecting arrow
-Collecting potion bottle
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-Collecting key
d. Sound effects (in game)
What sounds will be used in the game? What events will trigger these sounds?
-Colliding with monsters
-Killing monsters
-Colliding with the chest to open it

